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Abstract

Digital seismograms from 25 earthquakes located in the southeastern part of Europe, recorded by three-component very

broadband seismometers at the stations Vitosha (Bulgaria) and Muntele Rosu (Romania), were processed to obtain the

dispersion properties of Rayleigh and Love surface waves. Rayleigh and Love group-velocity dispersion curves were obtained

by frequency–time analysis (FTAN). The path-averaged shear-wave velocity models were computed from the obtained

dispersion curves. The inversion of the dispersion curves was performed using an approach based on the Backus–Gilbert

inversion method. Finally, 70 path-averaged velocity models (35 R-models computed from Rayleigh dispersion curves and 35

L-models computed from Love dispersion curves) were obtained for southeastern Europe. For most of the paths, the comparison

between each pair of models (R-model and L-models for the same path) shows that for almost all layers the shear-wave

velocities in the L-models are higher than in the R-models. The upper sedimentary layers are the only exception. The analysis of

both models shows that the depth of the Moho boundary in the L-models is shallower than its depth in the R-models. The

existence of an anisotropic layer associated with the Moho boundary at depths of 30–45 km may explain this phenomenon. The

anisotropy coefficient was calculated as the relative velocity difference between both R- and L-models at the same depths. The

value of this coefficient varies between 0% and 20%. Generally, the anisotropy of the medium caused by the polarization

anisotropy is up to 10–12%, so the maximum observed discrepancies between both types of models are also due to the lateral

heterogeneity of the shear-wave velocity structure of the crust and the upper mantle in the region.
D 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The region of southeastern Europe has a very

complex geological structure with many faults,
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blocks, zones of subduction and collision, and varia-

tions in the crustal thickness in a comparatively small

area. Usually, only the dispersion of Rayleigh waves

was used for obtaining the shear-wave velocity struc-

ture and thickness of the crust (Papazachos et al.,

1966, 1967; Papazachos, 1969; Rizhikova and Petkov,

1975; Gobarenko et al., 1987; Snieder, 1988; Calcag-

nile and Panza, 1990; Lomax and Snieder, 1995;

Kalogeras and Burton, 1996; Bondar et al., 1995;
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Zivcic et al., 2000). The thickness of the crust

estimated in these studies varies between 25 and 46

km for different parts of southeastern Europe.

To estimate the dispersion curves of Love waves is

more difficult, particularly at distances between 500

and 2000 km. This is due to the overlapping of

Rayleigh and Love waves at these distances. Nikolova

and Yanovskaya (1984) obtained maps of smoothed

Rayleigh and Love group velocities at periods 10, 15,

20, 25 and 30 s in southeastern Europe and Asia

Minor. Mindevalli and Mitchell (1989) obtained the

velocity structure of western and eastern Turkey using

single-station measurements of Rayleigh and Love

wave group velocities in the period range 8–50 s.

They found that the azimuthal variations of these

velocities in western Turkey are consistent with the

geological information. Yanovskaya et al. (1998)

calculated lateral group-velocity distributions for both

Rayleigh and Love waves in the period range of 10–

20 s in Black Sea and adjoining regions. They

inverted local dispersion curves and thus obtained

the crust structure along a profile (latitude 43j,
longitude between 24j and 42j) down to the depth

of 30 km. Recently, Ritzwoller (2000) observed global

surface waves within the range of 20–200 s for

Rayleigh waves and 20–150 s for Love waves for

all of Eurasia. He presented the results of group-

velocity tomography for a set of periods for the

relative group velocities of Rayleigh and Love waves,

computed using models PREM (Dziewonski and

Anderson, 1981) and CRUST-5.1/S16B30 (Mooney

et al., 1998). The region of study is between 0jN and

85jN and 0jE and 180jE. Many known geological

and tectonic structures were observed in the group-

velocity maps—sedimentary basins, continental flood

basalt, variations in crustal thickness, back-arc spread-

ing, down-going slabs and mountain roots; however,

the resolution of the maps is in the range 5.0–7.5j.
During the last decade, many new digital broad-

band and very broadband stations were deployed in

the studied region (southeastern Europe) and at pres-

ent high-quality digital records of surface waves are

available. This enables studies on the Rayleigh and

Love surface waves using the method of the frequen-

cy–time analysis (FTAN) and allows more precise

determination of their dispersion in southeastern

Europe. The correct estimation of the dispersion of

both types of surface waves gives an appropriate basis
to study the transverse anisotropy in the crust and

uppermost mantle. In this study, the shear-wave ve-

locity models obtained from the inversion of the

dispersion curves of Rayleigh and Love waves were

compared and the observed differences in these mod-

els were considered as evidence for the existence of

transverse anisotropy in the Earth’s crust and upper-

most mantle in the studied region.
2. FTAN method and floating filtering

Seismic surface waves transport the greatest part

of the seismic wave energy; their attenuation is

smaller than body wave attenuation and their propa-

gation velocity depends on the wave frequency.

Surface waves are the dominating seismic waves on

waveform records obtained by long period, broad-

band and very broadband seismometers at regional

and teleseismic distances. From surface wave analysis

information about the shear-wave velocity, anisotropy

and the attenuation of the medium can be obtained.

The greatest problems in data processing and analy-

sis, particularly at local and regional distances, are:

the separation of the Rayleigh and Love waveforms;

the separation of the fundamental modes from the

higher modes and the body waves; off-great-circle

propagation caused by inhomogeneities; reflections;

and scattering.

One of the most powerful methods for extracting

clear surface waveforms and determination of their

dispersion curves is FTAN (Dziewonski et al., 1969;

Levshin et al., 1972, 1992; Levshin, 1973; Keilis-

Borok, 1986). This is an interactive group-velocity-

period filtering method, which is designed to identify

the dispersion signal and to extract it from noise

sources, different wave types (Rayleigh waves or

Love waves, overtones and body waves) and scatter-

ing coda. FTAN uses multiple narrow-band Gaussian

filters and presents the waveform record in a two-

dimensional domain: time (group velocity)–frequen-

cy (periods). This method enables separation of

different wave packages that is possible neither in

the time domain nor in the frequency domain. The

basic principles of FTAN are presented in detail in

Raykova and Nikolova (2000). FTAN uses the float-

ing filtering technique to extract ‘‘clear’’ surface

Rayleigh or Love waveforms. The waveform signal
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is filtered first by a band pass filter in the frequency

domain. Then phase equalisation is applied to the

obtained signal and the phase-equalised spectrum is

converted by the inverse Fourier transform. A cosine-

tapered window is used for filtering the signal in the

time domain. The Fourier transform is applied to the

transformed signal and the initial phase spectrum is

restored. More detail description of floating filtering

is given by Raykova and Nikolova (2001).

FTAN and floating filtering can be applied several

times for more accurate measurements of the disper-

sion parameters. Some examples of FTAN diagrams

and floating filtering applied to real data are given in

Section 4.
3. Data used

Digital seismograms recorded on stations Vitosha

VTS (Bulgaria) and Muntele Rosu MLR (Romania)

were collected and processed. The seismic station

VTS is a part of the MEDNET network (Mediterra-

nean Seismic Network, Roma, Italy). It is equipped

with a three-component very broadband seismometer
Fig. 1. Map of Balkan Peninsula region and location of t
STS-1/VBB and has operated since May 1996. The

waveform data are available in SEED and SAC formats

from the websites of ORFEUS (http://orfeus.knmi.nl)

and IRIS (http://www.iris.washington.edu). Seismic

station MLR is a station of the GEOFON network

(GeoForschungsNetz, Potsdam, Germany). It is

equipped with a three-component STS-2/VBB seis-

mometer and has operated since September 1994.

The waveform data were obtained in SEED for-

mat from the website of GEOFON (http://www.

gfz-potsdam.de). The waveform records of 25 earth-

quakes, registered on station MLR or on both

stations are analysed. The events occurred in the

period from January 1997 to December 1999. The

magnitude range of the events is 4.8–6.3 mb. The

hypocenter parameters of these events were taken

from the International Seismological Center ISC

(http://www.isc.ak.uk) and National Earthquake In-

formation Center NEIC (http://www.neic.usgs.gov).

A map of the events and stations is shown in Fig. 1.

Both Rayleigh and Love dispersion curves from 25

events for station MLR and from 10 events for sta-

tion VTS have been obtained after using the FTAN

program.
he used stations and epicenters of the earthquakes.
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4. Data analysis by GFTAN

The FTAN computer package is developed by A.

Levshin and his collaborators and is a Colorado

University product. The latest GFTAN version is

designed for Sun Solaris workstations and is based

on the DATASCOPE package for seismic analysis.

DATASCOPE is a relational database system, devel-

oped by D. Quinlan (IRIS, Washington, USA). The

last non-commercial version of the package is DSAP

3.4 and it operates with seismic data in db (extended

CSS 3.0) seismic data format.

The two horizontal components (E–W and N–S)

of each record are rotated to radial R (along the great-

circle path) and transverse T (perpendicular to the

great-circle path). Love surface waves are generated

by the SH horizontal component of shear waves and

should be observed only on the T component. Ray-

leigh waves are generated by the SV vertical compo-

nent of shear waves and P compressional waves and

should be observed only on R and Z components.

This is the case when the surface waves are formed in
Fig. 2. Analysis of the vertical component Z for event 11 (Crete), recor

waveform and the defined dispersion curve; (b) the compressed phase equ

time window; (c) the FTAN map of the cleaned waveform with the corresp

(thin line) and cleaned Rayleigh waveform (thick line).
horizontally layered homogeneous isotropic media.

Because of the complex structure of the media, which

causes multipathing, reflection and refraction, and

because of the anisotropy of the propagating media,

for some events Rayleigh waves on the T component

and Love waves on the R component and even on the

Z component could be observed. This phenomenon

has been also observed and studied by Kobayashi and

Nakanishi (1998).

The components Z, N, E, R and Twere preliminary

detrended and filtered by a band pass filter in the

range 5–100 s. An example of the FTAN application

for event 11 (Crete, 5 November 1997, mb = 5.1,

h = 33 km), recorded on station VTS is shown in

Fig. 2 for vertical component Z. The FTAN map of

the preliminary filtered waveform record is shown in

Fig. 2(a). The dispersion curve is defined interactively

along the main maximum in the FTAN map. It is the

base for floating filtering because it determines the

frequency range, the time window, the amplitude and

the phase of the derived surface wave. Some examples

of the influence of the different dispersion curve
ded at VTS station: (a) the FTAN map of the preliminary filtered

alized signal in the time domain with boundaries of cosine-tapered

onding dispersion curve; (d) comparison between ‘‘raw’’ seismogram
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positions in the FTAN map can be found in Raykova

and Nikolova (2001). The compressed phase equal-

ized signal in the time domain with boundaries of

cosine-tapered time window at the step of floating

filtering is shown in Fig. 2(b). The FTAN map of the

cleaned waveform with the corresponding dispersion

curve is shown in Fig. 2(c). Comparison between

‘‘raw’’ seismograms and cleaned Rayleigh and Love

waveforms is shown in Fig. 2(d).

Interference of the Rayleigh waves and the Love

waves, the high level of the noise and the tracing of

the tentative dispersion curve in the FTAN map are

the main reasons for wrong surface wave determina-

tion in the period range 5–35 s. Relatively short

epicentral distances (mainly in the range 500–800

km) do not allow the separation of the waves in time.

Preliminary filtered waveforms of Z, E–W and N–S

components and waveforms of the Rayleigh wave and

the Love wave for event 8 (southern Greece, 18

November, 1997, mb = 5.9, h = 33 km) are shown in

Fig. 3. The figure shows clearly that both the Rayleigh

wave and the Love wave arrive almost at the same

time. The complex structure of the crust (with many

nearly vertical boundaries between blocks) and the

upper mantle causes surface wave reflections and thus
Fig. 3. Overlapped preliminary filtered waveforms of Z, E–W and N–S

recorded at VTS station and the Rayleigh wave (thin grey line) and the L
strong polarisation and multipathing has been ob-

served. In some cases strong higher modes, high-

frequency interference or some Love waves on the

vertical component have been seen on the FTAN

diagram. These effects complicate the identification

of the dispersion signal on which the measurement

method should be applied.

Finally, 70 dispersion curves for Rayleigh and

Love fundamental modes were obtained. The ob-

served periods are within the range of 5–50 s and

group velocities vary from 2.0 to 4.0 km/s. We

observed that generally Love waves are stronger and

sharper, and their analysis can be carried out more

easily compared to the Rayleigh wave analysis in the

studied region.
5. Inversion of the dispersion data

The obtained group-velocity data were inverted by

the method proposed by Mitchell and Herrmann

(1979) based on Backus–Gilbert inversion theory.

The computer implementation of the method is dis-

tributed in the shareware package Computer Programs

in Seismology (Herrmann, 1992). This interactive
components (the thinnest black line) of event 8 (south Greece),

ove wave (thick dark line).
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program inverts dispersion data for plane-layered

models and permits both-inversion for velocity and

thickness of the layers. We used a differential inver-

sion process, which minimizes both the magnitude of

the error vector between observed and computed

velocities and differences between adjacent layers,

avoiding in this way large velocity changes between

adjacent layers.

The starting model is taken from Raykova and

Nikolova (2000). It contains 16 layers and a half-

space (1 water layer, 7 layers for the crust and 8 layers

for the uppermost mantle). The water layer is intro-

duced in the model only if the ray path crosses marine
Fig. 4. Results of the inversion of the dispersion curves, event 1: (a) MLR

(with circles and thick line) and Love waves (with triangles and thin line)

show the observed dispersion curves. The solid lines correspond to the d

relevant path are shown in the left corner of the top graphs. The bottom gra

(the thickest grey line) and L-model (thick dark line). The grey regions repr

for R-model and thin for L-model) specify the depths below which the

exponentially drop. The vertical solid lines defined the boundaries betwee
areas. No low-velocity layer (channel) was introduced

in the starting model.

Inversion for shear velocity and then inversion for

layer thickness was performed at each step. The

inversion procedure was stopped when the theoretical

dispersion curve fell within the error interval for the

observed curve (standard error < 0.1 km/s). The

program realization of the inversion allows estimation

of weight RMS for the whole calculated dispersion

curve in each case. The average value was estimated

and used to define the confidence limits of the

velocity in the obtained models. The applied method

permits obtaining the resolving power-sensitivity of
station; (b) VTS station. The dispersion curves for Rayleigh waves

are shown on the top graphs in the figure. The circles and triangles

ispersion curves after the inversion. The map of the region and the

phs represent the models: starting (the thinnest black line), R-model

esent the confidence limits of the models. The horizontal lines (thick

partial derivatives of the group velocity with respect to the depth

n sediments, upper crust, lower crust and Moho boundary.
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the data with respect to the shear velocity or to the

thickness of the different layers. The trade-off (regu-

larization) parameter was set so that the model had the

best possible resolution with a constraint to be realis-

tic, i.e. large fluctuations of the velocity or thickness

were not allowed.

Successful convergence was achieved for all 70

dispersion curves and some results of the inversion are

shown in Figs. 4–6. The observed period range of the

waves permits reliable definition of shear-wave ve-

locities up to a depth of 100 km, but it was necessary

to introduce some layers below this depth in order to

avoid a decrease of the shear-wave velocity in the

half-space with respect to the shear-wave velocity of

the upper layers. The obtained models give an integral

shear-wave velocity characteristic of the structure

along every wave path (shown on the top graphs in

Figs. 4–6).
Fig. 5. Results of the inversion of the dispersion curves, event 11: (
A comparative analysis between both the R-model

and the L-model for each station-epicentre path was

performed. We assumed that the shear-wave velocity

in the sedimentary layers varies in the range 2.6–3.2

km/s, the velocity range for the upper crust is 3.2–

3.6 km/s, velocities between 3.6 and 4.0 km/s are

typical for the lower crust, and velocities greater than

4.4 km/s are representative for the mantle (Dachev,

1988; Sollogub et al., 1980). The sedimentary shear-

wave velocity is lower (for 23 paths) in the L-models

than that in the R-models. For seven paths, velocities

in the both models are nearly equal. In only three

cases, shear-wave velocity in the L-model is higher

than the one in the R-model. The velocities in both

of the models are almost equal (in the range 3.0–3.2

km/s) at depths between 8 and 14 km. We conside-

red this depth as a boundary between sediments and

upper crust. The thicker sedimentary layers are
a) MLR station; (b) VTS station. Symbols used as in Fig. 4.



Fig. 6. Results of the inversion of the dispersion curves, event 15: (a) MLR station; (b) VTS station. Symbols used as in Fig. 4.
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observed on the models obtained from the records on

the MLR station and this result is in agreement with

the results of Gobarenko et al. (1987) and Sollogub

et al. (1980). The upper crust (layers with shear-

wave velocities in the range 3.2–3.6 km/s) has

thickness in the range 4–10 km and it is rather thin

(2–4 km) in some cases. The thickness of the lower

crust is in the range 8–25 km and it is rather

different in both, R-models (8–25 km) and L-models

(8–18 km). Shear-wave velocity in the L-model is

higher than the one in the R-model for 30 paths in

the whole crust. Yanovskaya et al. (1998) also found

that shear-wave velocities obtained from Love wave

data are larger than those from Rayleigh wave data.

The Moho boundary is at different depths for both of

the models. It reaches depths at about 25–40 km in

the L-models and generally it is deeper in the R-

models (31–44 km). These results are similar to the
Moho boundary depth found in Sollogub et al.

(1980).
6. Anisotropy

The differences in the shear-wave velocity models

obtained from Love waves and Rayleigh waves may

be explained by the existence of transverse anisotropy

in the media. The anisotropy coefficient was estimated

by the formula (Yanovskaya et al., 1998): v =
2jVL�VRj/(VL + VR), where VL is the shear-wave

velocity in the L-model and VR is the shear-wave

velocity in the R-model. The anisotropy coefficient

versus depth is shown on the right bottom graph in

Figs. 4–6.

Analysis of the calculated anisotropy coefficient

shows that this coefficient has values about 0.08–0.1
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for the sedimentary layers, 0.12–0.15 for the crust,

and for the layers at depths between 30 and 45 km

(around the Moho boundary) the anisotropy coeffi-

cient is up to 0.2–0.22. The coefficient of anisotropy

sharply decreases below the Moho boundary and it

varies between 0.02 and 0.06. The azimuth depen-

dence is observed for the paths to the VTS station at

the depths 30–42 km. The coefficient of anisotropy

increases in the range 0–0.18 from west to southeast

and the difference between the depth of the Moho

boundary in the R- and L-models also increases from

0 to 15 km. No similar dependence in the results from

station MLR was observed. The anisotropic layers

around the Moho boundary for both stations have

thickness about 0–10 km. The structure of the crust

from Love waves tends to have an abrupt increase and

steeper gradient of the velocity beneath the sedimen-

tary layer. However, just above the Moho boundary,

the velocities in the L- and R-models are almost equal

(for most of the paths v < 0.05). Thus, the discrepancy
in the lower crust seems to decrease compared to the

one in the upper crust.

Many authors consider anisotropic Earth’s crust

and the strongly anisotropic upper mantle from a

seismological point of view (Levshin and Ratnikova,

1984; Yanovskaya et al., 1998; Montagner, 2000;

Ritzwoller, 2000). Some minerals in the crust and

the mantle are anisotropic: the coefficient of anisot-

ropy of the olivine is higher than 0.2, and for the

orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene it is 0.1 (Mon-

tagner, 2000). But the extremely large values of the

coefficient of anisotropy (more than 0.1) could not be

due to the anisotropy of the medium (Yanovskaya et

al., 1998). Other reason for the extremely large

anisotropy can be strongly heterogeneous structure

of the studied region. This lateral heterogeneity leads

also to Rayleigh–Love discrepancy (Levshin and

Ratnikova, 1984; Keilis-Borok, 1986; Yanovskaya et

al., 1998). So, probably, both effects, anisotropy of the

media and the structure heterogeneity, cause the dis-

crepancies between the L-models and R-models.
7. Conclusions

The application of the FTAN method on digital

data from seismic stations VTS and MLR shows

encouraging results in the separation of Love and
Rayleigh surface waves at regional distances (up to

2500 km). The inversion of dispersion curves for

Love and Rayleigh waves based on differential inver-

sion gives steady and reliable results for the structure

of the Earth’s crust and the uppermost mantle. The

boundary between sedimentary layers is well ob-

served in both R- and L-models. The thickness of

the sedimentary layer varies within the range of 8–14

km. Discrepancy of R- and L-models is observed for

most of the models in the crust. The depth of the

Moho boundary is 31–44 km in the R-models and it

is 3–15 km shallower in the L-models. This phenom-

ena shows a strong anisotropy related to the Moho

boundary where the coefficient of anisotropy reaches

a value of 0.2. Both velocity models almost coincide

for only 3 ray-paths. Further increasing the amount of

data set and regionalization of the dispersion curves

are necessary for a detailed study of the anisotropy of

the uppermost mantle in southeastern Europe.
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